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10 Ways to up your Pen Pal Letter Writing 

1. Write your letters by hand if you can. I type my letters for ease of editing and
because my handwriting is not very neat. But I have also learned that legible, hand written
letters are more personable.

2. Include a pet photo or travel photo. I do not include photos with people in them, but I
have been astonished by how much my pals love getting photos of dogs. Dogs are non-
judgmental and connect those on the inside with the outside world.

3. Ask them questions. What is the best (or worst) job you ever had? Tell me about your
family. Tell me about your best childhood friend. What is your favorite movie?

4. Include a prayer card. Make sure it is not laminated. A beautiful prayer can mean a lot to
those who need encouragement. It is even better if the card has nice art work (see our Rosary
prayer cards!!!).

5. Make your letters positive. Themes of encouragement and growth are more effective
than themes of forgiveness or judgment.

6. Send post cards. I bring my pal addresses and send them post cards if I go somewhere
interesting. They love getting cards from distant locations with interesting stamps. It is another
way for them to connect to the outside world.

7. Send birthday cards, Christmas cards, and Easter cards. These are more than
just cards- they accompany rituals that mark being part of a community. Learn your pal’s
birthday.  Most facilities do not accept cards w/glitter, etc.  Keep it simple.

8. Keep the letters frequent and short. Do not wait for a reply before you send your next
letter. It is fun to get letters from your pal, but your letters have great effect even if your pal
does not reply. Try to write at least once a month. It is not very hard if you include birthday
cards, Christmas cards, post cards…I am the master of the four sentence note.




